Memorial slides on charity care burden
Erlanger provides most free care despite struggling financially

By Mariann Martin

In the last four years, Memorial Hospital raked in more than $100 million in profits, and its charitable giving was barely enough to cover the free medical care provided to those unable to pay their hospital bills.

Last year, public hospital Erlanger Health System provided 28 percent of the charity care for area patients unable to pay their bills — 1 percent of its expenses. — while Memorial chipped in about 22 percent — not quite 1 percent of its expenses.

Neither hospital pays federal, state or local taxes, and the nonprofits — most hospitals — must provide community benefits to warrant tax-exempt status.

The remaining 4 percent of the charity care was provided by for-profit Parkridge Health System, which is about half the size of Memorial. Parkridge also pays millions in taxes every year.

Under federal law, Memorial and Erlanger — as nonprofit hospitals — must provide community benefits to their hospital bills.

Teenagers in the United States have a job, indicating that, within the next five years, the country will have its least-experienced rising workforce ever.

Of the more than 17 million teenagers in the country more than one million are looking for jobs. A whopping 8 million others haven't looked or quit their searches.

“Rearing everywhere I’ve gone, they’ve said they’re full,” said Sam Cromer, a senior at Notre Dame High School. “I’ve said to him anymore. It’s Sunday morning, and Matt Nevels is at home again.

From the front yard, he almost can see the white steeple of Red Bank Baptist Church. Less than a mile down the road, he knows, the parking lot is cluttered with vehicles. Traffic floods up into Dayton Boulevard.

Crosses dangle from rearview mirrors. Boulevards are lined with red-brick churches. His babies grew up there. Stephen, his middle son, sang tenor in the choir. Vicki, their only girl, played in the youth softball league. Keith, the youngest, went to backyard Bible club.

Daily driver for nearly three decades, Matt put on a crisp shirt and tie, trained Sunday school teachers and glad-handed new-comers. Sometimes he'll move his lonely Bible again. The only sound in the background is the drone of Red Bank services on a television in his study and read through the Word, the phrases Jesus spoke. Books like Leviticus, with its hard words about abominable sin, just doesn’t speak to him anymore.

“Can’t even connect with a candidate who isn’t in charge of his own operation,” said Wahl, who is running as an independent candidate for his son’s campaign ads in this successful 2010 race.

Winston Wahl did everything but call U.S. Rep. Chuck Fleischmann a lightweight Saturday as he reacted to court documents showing the freshman congressman ran a negative campaign ads in his successful 2010 campaign.

“I even have a decision to make. Should drivers be allowed to use cell phones?” Wahl asked.
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Yesterday’s results
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28 percent. No. 71 percent.
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There is no commandment greater than these.
Mark 12:31
Matt spoke up during the prayer. The Nevelses went to a small evening church to alter its thinking. At the time, Matt had believed another narrative about sexual identity. He had heard that homosexuality was a choice to ignore God's design. Ministries that worked with what they called the formerly gay said it was a phase caused by abuse, and new families and overbearing mothers. The care was repetitive, sometimes collecting joy to a child that desired quiet could help with the alchemy. But when Matt thought about the stories his son had told him in that hospital — stories of friends turned out of their families and churches, stories about loss and loneliness, stories of dark lines and failure in a full faith and homosexuality and Christianity, and the hundreds of years of church tradition had been misbegotten. It was only a matter of time before his son spoke up about the prayer requests. He prayed to God, long prayers alone at home, the two read the Bible in English. "Someone mentioned to me that," Matt said. "What determines if you go to heaven is that you accept Jesus as your savior," Matt told the reporter. "Once you are accepted in God's family, you are not going to be gay."

Dr. Steelman visited the Nevelses' home the day after Stephen died. He told Matt and Frances he was sorry for their loss. Dr. Steelman asked why he had waited so long to come talk to Stephen. Matt kept quiet. Part of Matt could understand the view of the church, the view that Dr. Steelman held. In his beginning, Matt saw man and woman and joined them to be one. The Bible's words against homosexuality were meant to condemn. Leaders had either confirmed or disapproved of the sin on the topic just posed more. But there Matt was, swallowed by questions.

"How was a man supposed to read Scripture? What else did the church get written? Can you test certain parts of the Bible and not others? Were you deceived and presumed sin and proof — all condemned in the Bible — overlooked but not homosexuality?" Dr. Steelman had watched Dis his holding on to God with one hand and the hand of his partner with the other — unapologetic to the end. But Matt couldn't see them. Matt told Dr. Steelman — to lead it. All that was left to do was to get the church's permission. As a man read a poem in the sanctuary, Matt and Frances Nevelses, both from the Chattanooga area, collected data on questions of church records and delusions. He would teach him. 'God has full-blow AIDS, and also is he gay. It is like a double whammy that has come to see, and we need all the support and prayer that you can give.'

He overriden nothing. A handful of women hugged them afterward. They told the Nevelses they would pray and Matt said he watched everyone else despair. Matt Nevelses roads through a concordance for a verse before attending morning services at Red Bank Baptist Church. Matt and Frances Nevelses.
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Matt Nevels, center, shakes hands with Red Bank Baptist Church's Sam Grow after Sunday morning services. The Nevelses decided to return to their church where they raised their children, because new pastor will be less homophobically minded.
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